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MISSION
STATEMENT &
PHILOSOPHY
The mission of the Lone Peak
Police department is to
maintain the public trust by
protecting and assisting the
residents and visitors of our
communities through
courteous, fair and impartial
enforcement of federal, state,
and local laws.
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MESSAGE FROM
THE CHIEF
Chief Brian J. Gwilliam
I am pleased to present the Lone Peak Police Department’s
2019 Annual Report. I thank all of those who assisted with
the preparation of the report and thank the members of the
department for their dedication to our communities and their
continued efforts to promote goodwill throughout. We
recognize the need to continuously enhance services to
ensure we meet or exceed expectations.
The year 2019 was an incredible year for our department. As the years go by we find ourselves
increasingly busier responding to or initiating calls for service throughout our communities. We
continue to improve our services through our School Resource Officers who have a presence in our
elementary schools teaching the NOVA Program, as well as in our junior high schools and Lone Peak
High School.
Some of this year’s accomplishments include:
•

Equipping and training officers with new Axon body cameras.

•

Renewed efforts to be more present on social media to keep residents increasingly informed.

•

Worked towards agency accreditation, improving policies and procedures as needed.

•

We held a prescription drug takeback event which brought in over 500 lbs. of discarded
medications.

•

During 2019, we were able to get officers trained as instructors under the Rape Aggression
Defense (R.A.D.) Program. This is a basic physical defense program for women and is offered
to help protect the residents of our community.

We look forward to the future as we move to enhance our community involvement and continue to
make this a great place to live, play and work.
Sincerely,
Chief Brian J. Gwilliam
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LONE PEAK POLICE DEPARTMENT
Fiscal Year 2019 Budget

Personnel
$2,717,386

Operations
$758,445

*Data from Cities of Alpine/Highland18/19 adopted budget.

TOTAL BUDGET
$3,475,831
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INVESTIGATIONS
2019 Statistics for Investigative Bureau
Total Number of Cases Handled by Bureau

244

Cases Closed by Arrest

32

Total Persons Arrested

38

Total Number of Charges Filed
Felony:
Misdemeanor:

272
178
94

Cases Closed by Exception

28

Cases Closed as Unfounded

70

Cases Closed Administratively
Cases Remaining Open

117
0
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Violent Crime includes homicide, rape, robbery and aggravated assault.
Property Crime includes burglary, larceny and motor vehicle theft.
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The Motor Traffic Unit’s mission is to maintain the normal and
safe flow of vehicle and pedestrian traffic throughout the cities
of Alpine and Highland. The Traffic Unit uses several means to
conduct their mission, including the use of speed detection
devices, and vehicle and motorcycle patrols.
In addition to regular traffic patrol, the unit also performs the
following important safety duties:
•

Distracted Driving Enforcement

•

School Zones

•

Traffic Accident Investigations

•

Participation at community events such as
parades, charity rides, etc.
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SROs are sworn law enforcement officers responsible for safety and crime prevention
in schools. These officers work closely with school administrators in an effort to create
a safer environment.
There are two SROs that work within schools in our area to ensure safety and prevent crime
in our schools.
In 2019, Officers with the Lone Peak Police Department and the SRO were vital in helping to
coordinate a multi-jurisdictional response to a reported threat at Lone Peak High School.
The SRO and other officers participated in bringing to fruition the first ever Knight of Hope.
This event was a great opportunity for officers to interact with residents, providing them with
resources to better assist loved ones and youth that are struggling with depression, mental
illness, or other issues.
Our SRO played a vital role in assisting the Lone Peak High School Administration with the
planning, installation and use of cameras which play an important role in in keeping our youth
safe.
Throughout the year, our SRO and other officers attended multiple Lone Peak High School
dances and sporting events, ensuring the safety of participants and spectators while building
positive community relationships with parents, faculty and students.
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Currently, the Lone Peak Police Department covers 5 elementary schools to teach the NOVA
program. The elementary schools we teach NOVA in are:
•
•
•
•
•

Westfield Elementary
Alpine Elementary
Ridgeline Elementary
Highland Elementary
Freedom Elementary

The NOVA Program helps students learn the police are there to help them with any trial they
may be facing. There are several subjects taught such as abstaining from drugs, alcohol, and
inhalants, bullying, social media, video games, and anger management. Several projects and
activities are completed as well to help support what is being taught.
Awards are given to students who complete projects and challenges. One beneficial part of
the program is it teaches the kids to be responsible and will also hold them accountable for
their choices during class.
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660

Lessons for 14
Weeks

Classes taught per
day

Students taught the
NOVA Program
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AGENCY ACCREDITATION
Utah Chiefs Accreditation Alliance

In October of 2019, the Lone Peak Police Department applied for and was accepted into
the Utah Chiefs of Police Accreditation (UCOPA) Program. After a rigorous standardization
process, on January 20th 2020, The Lone Peak Police Department was awarded the honor
of Accreditation from the Utah Chiefs of Police Association. The process of Accreditation
begins with a rigorous self-assessment, requiring a review of policies, practices and
processes against internationally accepted public safety standards. This is followed with an
assessment by independent assessors with significant public safety experience and
leadership. The decision to accredit is rendered by a governing body of ten board
members following a hearing and review of all reporting documentation. Although the
award symbolizes a significant professional accomplishment, it is also a demarcation for
the agency to remain in compliance with UCOPA standards by remitting annual status
reports to document its progression of continuous organizational improvement.

The Lone Peak Police Department is proud to demonstrate our commitment to our
communities and professional excellence through accreditation, and continued
accreditation in the future.
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K-9 STATS
Taking a Bite
Out of Crime
The Lone Peak Police Department K-9 Unit
is made up of our patrol dog named Arko
and his handler, Sergeant Travis Bellon.
They respond to routine calls for service as
well as formal requests for deployments.
In 2019 these requests came from not only
our fellow LPPD Officers but also from our
local partners as well. Arko was routinely
used for deployments related to drug
detection, tracking suspects, etc.
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School
Presentations

36
K-9 Support
Cases

71%

The team consistently train on a weekly
basis.
Arko loves to be a part of the community
and has been a part of school
presentations, classes and assemblies for
schools in the Alpine School District.
Our K-9 Unit participated in the K-9 Trials
in Las Vegas, Nevada.
The LPPD appreciates the continued
support from our communities.
Our patrol dog, Arko loves to work and

All “Sniffs”

looks forward to the challenges ahead in

resulted in

2020.

identifying illegal
substances
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BODYCAM INITIATIVE
Initialized in the Summer of 2015, the Cities of Highland/Alpine worked to bring
body cameras to the Lone Peak Police Department. The officers were assigned
their own body camera and learned how to utilize the equipment.
The Lone Peak Police Department currently has a 5-year contract with Axon.
The initiative includes 24 cameras, charging stations, mounts and storage. The
cameras cost $106,000.
The cameras record all officer’s interactions with the public. All video is stored
on a secure cloud-based evidence storage system.
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